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ABSTRACT
A fuzzy logic based framework is proposed for optimal design of groundwater quality monitoring
networks under uncertainty. Spatiotemporal concentration values are considered as fuzzy numbers.
Fuzzy kriging based concentration estimation algorithm is incorporated within the decision model
formulation. Monitoring network design methodology incorporating fuzzy mass estimation error and
spatial coverage of the designed network is developed. Multiobjective evolutionary algorithm is
utilized for solving the monitoring network design model. Performance of the proposed methodology
is evaluated for a hypothetical illustrative system. Evaluation results indicate that the proposed
methodology perform satisfactorily under uncertain system conditions. These performance evaluation
results demonstrate the potential applicability of the proposed methodology.
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 INTRODUCTION
Management of groundwater pollution is a
challenging task. Improper practices in
industrialization enhance groundwater pollution.
Tracking the transient pollutant plume is an
important component for groundwater pollution
management framework. The contaminant plume
is not known due to its inherent uncertainty.
Compliance monitoring requires time consuming
and costly data collection effort. Moreover, fund
availability plays a major role in implementing
proper monitoring strategies at the field level.
Comprehensive review of groundwater monitoring
network design can be found in ASCE Task
Committee1, and Dhar and Datta2. Only a few
studies have presented uncer tainty based
monitoring network designs framework3-7.
Monitoring network design can be classified as
an approach for reducing epistemic uncertainty
about the subsurface system. Fuzzy representation
of pollutant concentration is one of the ways to
handle the epistemic uncertainty. Fuzzy

geostatistical spatial interpolation techniques are
helpful for finding the attribute values with
imprecise information. Fuzzy information based
kriging method is proposed by Diamond8.

AIMS   AND   OBJECTIVES
The objective of the groundwater monitoring
network design is to provide the sufficient
information with minimal cost to fulfill the
management goals. A fuzzy kriging based
groundwater  monitor ing network design
methodology is pro
posed to account for the epistemic uncertainties
involved in the design process. The proposed
design framework combines groundwater flow
and transport simulation in conjunction with fuzzy
spatial interpolation and optimization model. The
fuzzy kriging algorithm8 is implemented as logical
external module to the optimization algorithm.

MATERIAL   AND   METHODS
Fuzzy pollutant concentration
Spatiotemporal (x, t ) concentration value can be
assumed to be a fuzzy numbers and associated*Author for correspondence
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membership function can be represented as
triangular fuzzy membership function (Fig 1).
Triangular fuzzy membership function requires
specification of lower, modal and upper values.
The lower ( c ), modal ( mc ) and upper ( c ) values
are defined in terms of 5, 50, and 95 percentile
values. Mathematically fuzzy number

 cccc m ,,~   can be written as :
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where, L(.) is an increasing function of

],[ mccc  and right continuous 1(.)0  L ,

R(.) is a decreasing function of ],[ ccc m  and

left continuous, 1(.)0  R .

Fuzzy optimization model
Design objectives always depend on the decision
maker. Multiple-objective optimization model for
the monitoring network design can be formulated
as:

Fig. 1 : Spatiotemporal concentration value as
fuzzy number
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where, N is the number of monitoring times steps.
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and fuzzy interpolation constraints described in
Diamond8

where, objective (2) can be stated as the
minimization of normalized deviation of fuzzy mass
based on all monitoring wells from estimated fuzzy
mass based on present sampling plan. Zeroth
moment provides the information about the
contaminant mass in the aquifer.
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where, 
alltM~  is fuzzy mass estimated using all

potential sampling wells, 
esttM~  is fuzzy mass

estimated using potential sampling wells according
to present sampling plan,  .,.d  calculates the
distance between two fuzzy numbers
( A~ , B~ )which can be defined as
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and 0~  is the fuzzy representation of the pollution

free state of the aquifer. 0~  can be defined as:
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Objective (3) represents maximization of total
inter-well distance for all possible combinations.
This objective can be written as:
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Where, jid ,  is the distance between potential
monitoring locations i and j, wN  is the number of
wells that has to be monitored.
Constraint (4) is for restriction on number of
monitoring wells networks. Where, i  is a binary
decision variable indicating whether a monitoring
well is to be sampled at location i, a value of 1
indicates sampling; P is the maximum number of
wells that can be monitored.
Spatial interpolation schemes are needed to
estimate the concentration at all unmonitored
locations. Fuzzy kriging is a method to determine
the modal, lower and upper imprecise values at
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an unknown location with the help of modal, lower
and upper imprecise values at neighboring
locations. This approach can be utilized to find
out unknown concentration values at spatial
locations. The proposed methodology combines
flow and transport simulation in subsurface system
with the fuzzy spatial interpolation method and
optimization algorithm.

RESULTS   AND   DISCUSSION
The developed methodology is evaluated for a
hypothetical illustrative groundwater system. This
is due to the fact that use of real aquifer data
with anthropogenic interventions may lead to
erroneous evaluation of methodology. The
proposed methodology is applied for the design
of monitoring networks in an illustrative study area
(300 m × 100 m × 5 m). The aquifer is having
impervious boundaries along north and south
direction. The aquifer is confined and governed
by two-dimensional flow and transport processes
in the principal direction (oriented in coordinate
axes direction). The study area is shown in
Fig. 2. Single pollutant is assumed to be active

throughout the simulation horizon. Flux from the
pollutant source during a planning horizon is
assumed to be constant. The pollutant of
concentration 500 mg/l is assumed to leak from
the source location. Injection rate of polluted water
into the aquifer is assumed to be 40 l/hr. In this
study it is assumed that the flow and transport
models are based on the finite difference flow
code, MODFLOW9-10, and its solute transport
companion MT3DMS11. The illustrative area is
discretized as 5 m × 5 m × 5 m. The entire study
area is covered by 1200 cells. Initially the aquifer
is assumed to be contaminant free. Initial head
values are generated using steady state simulation
of flow model for imposed boundary conditions.
Groundwater flows from left to right with constant
head boundaries on left and right ends of the
aquifer, and no flow boundaries at top and bottom.
Some of the parameter values are taken from
Dhar and Datta12. Contaminant transport is
modeled for advection, dispersion and diffusion
processes under general hydrologic conditions.13

Representative contaminant plumes produced by
numerical simulation model represents future

scenario that has to be monitored. In order to
investigate contaminant plume behaviour,
simulated random hydraulic conductivity fields are
required to be generated over the discrete domain
with a specified variance, mean and correlation
structure. Random hydraulic conductivity fields
can be generated using a specific semivariogram
type and integral scale (correlation length). During

repetitive simulation 100 hydraulic conductivity
fields are generated from sequential gaussian
simulation14 algorithm with an exponential
semivariogram structure. The mean value of the
log conductivity field is 2.0127. In the present work
integral scale is assumed to be equal to 15 m ( F ).
The value of F  is taken as 1. The aquifer
parameters are given in Table 1.

Fig. 2 :  Illustrative study area with pollution source location
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Table 1: Different parameters for
illustrative study area

 Parameter Unit Value
 Length m 300.00
 Width m 100.00
 Depth m 5.00
 Hydraulic Conductivity (lnK)    m/day  ln4-ln14
 Porosity - 0.30
 Longitudinal Dispersivity m 1
 Transverse Dispersivity m 0.5

During evaluation process, it is assumed that
within planning horizon of 3 years remediation
work can be completed. Monitoring time step of
1 year is proposed to evaluate the performance
of the remediation work. Sometimes information
are needed from all different level of pollution
zones to see the effectiveness of remediation
strategy. In the present study, restrictions are

imposed on selection of wells from different
pollution zones (Table 2) and referred to as Type
Z. If the modal concentration in a particular cell
is greater than 0.5 mg/l it is defined as a polluted
cell. Numbers of polluted cells are found to be
equal to 263 ( 1

PN ) for 1st year, 598 ( 2
PN ) for 2nd

year and 703 ( 3
PN ) for 3rd year. All polluted well

locations for first year are taken as potential
monitoring well locations. In all cases 30 ( wN )
monitoring wells are selected out of 263 potential
locations. The resulting scenarios are solved using
NSGA-II15.
Scenario-Z refers with 2 objectives. It considers
the objectives of minimizing fuzzy mass estimation
error at the end of first monitoring time step and
maximizing the inter-well distance.
Mathematically fuzzy mass is calculated as zeroth
moment using fuzzy concentration for all polluted
cells ( 1

PN ) of the aquifer at the end of first
monitoring time step. Fuzzy concentrations at all

unmonitored polluted location are estimated using
fuzzy kriging.
Fig. 3 shows the nondominated front for Scenario-
Z. In order to validate the results two points Z-1
(1.651340, 3661.856179) and Z-3 (2.833587,
4208.897739) are chosen on the final front. In
solution Z-1, 1.651340 percent of fuzzy mass

estimation error is present, while the total inter-
well distance is 3661.856179. If the total inter-
well distance is increased to 4208.897739
(solution Z-3), consequently estimation error will
increase to a value of 2.833587. It is evident that
for any improvement in one objective, the other
has to be sacrificed, as expected from a
multiobjective problem with conflicting objectives.

Table 2 : Different types of restrictions for selection of monitoring wells

   Risk category Concentration Number Type-Z
range (mg/l) of wells for 1st year

11 > 0.5, d” 10 173 10
10 > 10, d” 20 48 10
9 > 20, d” 30 23 4
8 > 30, d” 40 9 2
7 > 40, d” 50 4 1
6 > 50, d” 60 2 1
5 > 60, d” 70 3 1
4 > 70, d” 80 z 0
3 > 80, d” 90 0 0
2 > 90, d” 100 0 0
1 > 100, d” 110 1 1

Total 263 30
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algorithm NSGA-II are shown in Table 3. These
parameters are varied for testing the sensitivity
of the solutions. But no significant improvement

is observed. Linked simulation optimization carries
the curse of computational burden with it. Each
run, i.e., 24 × 500 function evaluations took around

Fig. 4 : Configuration of monitoring wells for solution Z-6
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Fig. 3 : Nondominated front for scenario-Z

A typical well configuration corresponding to Z-6
is shown in Fig. 4.

CONCLUSION
Spatial interpolation is an important component
for monitoring network design problem. The
developed methodology utilizes fuzzy kriging linked
nonlinear formulation for the monitoring network
design problem. In this study, the fuzzy kriging

linked NSGA-II algorithm is run for a population
size of 24 and for 500 generations. Instead of using
binary decision variables, real coded version of
NSGA-II is used, as this version shows much
faster convergence compared to the binary coded
one. Moreover, by using real coded version
constraint (4) can be avoided. It reduces the
number of variables from 1

PN  to wN . Different
parameter values associated with the optimization
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2 days in Intel® Core™ 2 Duo CPU E8400 @
3.00 GHz with 2 GB RAM. Computational
complexity dictated the choice of the number of
generations. Thus the resulting front may not be
the Pareto optimal front or true nondominated
front, but a near nondominated one.

Table 3 : NSGA-II parameters

Parameter                                          Value

Population size 24

Crossover probability 0.9

Distribution index for crossover 10.0

Mutation probability 0.1

Distribution index for mutation         20.0

A methodology for groundwater monitoring
network design is developed to the epistemic
uncertainty in complex groundwater system.
Limited performance evaluations show utility and
applicability of the approach. The developed
methodology is essentially generic in nature and
should be applicable to various types of
groundwater contamination problem with minor
modifications.
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